Contract & Financial Issues Committee, June 21, 2018, 1:00pm
EDIT Update – Carol Mills
Carol reported that the MUNC workgroup has been working on forms. MUNC will be due by Aug. 31, with forms being available by the
end of June. Reporting will be by CMH, then consolidation by PIHP. There will be a Medicaid MUNC and a Healthy Michigan MUNC.
Autism will be rolled in the Medicaid MUNC. Differences of greater than 20% will need to be accompanied by an explanation.
Source data for hospital NPI was discussed. Billing and encounter reporting should be the same. State will be issuing a list of NPI
hospitals. All are encouraged to push through the NPI that is on the claim.
Telepractice was discussed, and whether to add Prescreening for Inpatient Program to list of approved codes. No skype would be
allowed – it must be synchronous and must be a secured link. Telehealth service will likely be added to services. The next manual will
be revised as of October 1. Since Telepractice has been previously approved for ACT, the group wondered whether cross county
assessment (Assessment by Non-Physician) will also be approved as requested of the House Cares Task Force. Carol will ask at the
next EDIT meeting.
Multiple BH TEDS updates were discussed.
Personal care being provided in a CCI for an I/DD Child is allowable.
Other topics of discussion were inpatient reporting for the six-month MUNC, H0043, individualized costing for residential, and nursing
home services being reviewed by the Department.
GF Negotiations – Lisa Morse
Lisa reported that the last meeting was on May 17. PASSAR changes were discussed at that meeting regarding timelines to inform
MDHHS of overpayments. ORR was discussed. Guidances are being issued from the State regarding recipient rights, as well as
increasing reporting requirements. John Obermesik stated that the CMHSP contract boilerplate indicates these need to be discussed
with the Department. Lisa Morse informed that we see these as advisory in nature, not requirements. E-grams were discussed in the
May meeting as well. Lisa discussed the topic of individuals with substantiated abuse and neglect violations, and the need to have
them compiled in a centralized database of Class 1 complaints to prevent recurrence in our system similar to registries for children and
nursing homes. The Department stated that they did not have the authority to create one that would have a unique identifier/name to go
along with the information that they already have. The Legislature would need to request this (with funding hopefully coming along with
that request). COFR workgroup had their first introductory meeting last week. Chapter 3 requirements were discussed. Lisa will be
presenting findings of this at the July Directors’ Forum. Q&A will be developed by Lisa Morse and Kendra Binkley.
Legislative Update – Alan Bolter
Alan was not in attendance. Written report provided only. Group agreed that any questions regarding this update should be emailed to
Alan within the next week.
Funding Issues – Bruce Bridges
Bruce reviewed the Milliman chart that was included in the packet. He reviewed both FY17 funding changes and FY18 funding
changes. He stated that a rate setting meeting was held on June 12, 2018. He reviewed the notes and part of the presentation from
that meeting. He stated that the PIHPs saw an aggregate loss last year of $133 Million. He believes that Milliman is now sympathetic
to the plight of our system. After Milliman reviewed the FY17 base rates, the rate changes would see an additional $76.2 Million over
what was proposed. Bruce then reviewed a spreadsheet showing how the rate change adjustment would affect the PIHPs. Leslie
Thomas stated that this is not written in stone, and that there will still be multiple meetings on this with the Department. Bruce stated
that this was a good thing and asked the group if they had any input for those upcoming meetings. Carol felt that pushing to remove
the 3.8% cap was important. This rate is just not enough.
Other
Bruce stated that the supplemental meetings of the CFI workgroup do not have enough interest to continue to keep these on the
schedule. Bruce and Bob Sheehan, along with Lisa Morse, will discuss whether to keep these meetings on the schedule. Negotiation
items may show reason to keep these scheduled.
Meeting adjourned at 1:55pm.

